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Any spread in the age at death due to polygenic or non-familial
environmental modification will reduce the correlation.

In 1947 Harris and Smith examined this concept more closely
and concluded that, "If for any disease we obtain a parent-child
correlation of about 0 5 or more, then we may suspect that there
may be two or more genes mimicking one another; such a
situation will probably show up by a multimodality in the
distribution of ages of onset."'3

Biochemical heterogeneity has been suggested for autosomal
dominantly inherited FH by Brown and Goldstein'4 and by
Higgins et al,1'5 and biochemical heterogeneity of the gene
mutation might also account for some differences in prognosis.
We suggest that the observed intrafamilial correlation for the
age at death from coronary heart disease in FH can be accounted
for by at least two different gene mutations-each having its own
expected age at death but subject to considerable variation by
polygenic or environmental modification.
No further evidence for genetic heterogeneity was obtained

for serum cholesterol concentrations. Linkage between FH and
the C3 polymorphism has been reported'6-possibly similar to
elliptocytosis and the Rh blood group, where linkage exists for
one locus and not for the other. Analysis of the linkage data with
respect to this is in progress.
Our findings have clinical implications. The patient's knowl-

edge of his family history affects his attitude towards treatment,
and those with families where early death among close relatives
is the rule may be more compliant than those with a less tragic
family history. As it is possible to diagnose FH early in life,
decisions about treatment can be made early. Half the variation
in age at death in sibs heterozygous for the FH gene(s) is
accounted for by the observed correlation.
The biochemical findings of heterogeneity in FH have

received some clinical support from our investigation. Further
genetic work must be undertaken to elucidate the importance

of genetic heterogeneity in FH, but at least some reassurance
may be given to patients with FH where the family history is
known to be good.
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Summary

Patients with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)
were allocated at random either to stop maintenance
chemotherapy after six 12-week courses or continue
with a further six. The main difference between the two
groups was in the incidence of bone-marrow relapse
within nine months after stopping treatment. Such
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relapses occurred less in older patients and those with
higher leucocyte counts initially than in those who
appeared to have the best prognosis-namely, those
with typical low-count childhood ALL. No patient given
prophylactic irradiation to cranium and spine combined
with intrathecal methotrexate suffered meningeal re-
lapses, whereas among those not given such prophylaxis
the lack of benefit from continuing treatment was mainly
attributable to meningeal relapses.

Introduction

There is as yet no consensus on the optimum duration of
treatment for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL), though
three years has been most commonly used.' 2 A Medical
Research Council trial (UKALL I) was designed to answer the
question and we report here the results.

Plan of trial

Patients entered the trial from August 1970 to 31 December 1971.
The trial protocol and preliminary data were reported previously,3
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the beneficial effect of prophylactic irradiation to the cranium and
spine combined with intrathecal methotrexate in preventing meningeal
leukaemia being noted. When this effect became incontrovertible
20 of the most recently entered patients in the no-prophylaxis group
were given late central nervous system (CNS) prophylaxis, mostly
12-18 months after diagnosis: for the purpose of analysis these
patients are included in the no-prophylaxis group.

Figures 1 and 2 show the schedules of remission induction and
maintenance treatment used. All patients surviving in first complete
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FIG 1-Schedule of remission induction with consolidation and CNS
prophylaxis (or not) followed by first cycle of maintenance. BM-Bone
marrow aspiration. LP Lumbar puncture. VCR Vincristine. MP=
Mercaptopurine. CA= Cytosine arabinoside. IT MTX-=- Intrathecal metho-
trexate. IV, SC, IM Intravenously, subcutaneously, intramuscularly.
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FIG 2-Schedule of maintenance treatment in UKALL I. Schedule is
repeated to total of six or 12 courses. Abbreviations as for figure 1.

remission who, after the initial 12 weeks of treatment, had received
six 12-week courses of maintenance chemotherapy were allocated at
random either to stop treatment at that point (84 weeks, or longer if
delays were incurred) or receive a further six courses (minimum total
duration 156 weeks). Allocation to two equal groups was effected by
means of a table of random numbers, though at two centres a few
patients were selected who all discontinued treatment after 84 weeks
but were given four injections of BCG and ALL cells at two-weekly
intervals, primarily to measure the effect on the restoration of immune
responses.4 Five patients from one of these centres are included in the
analysis but a further eight, who in error received another course of
chemotherapy after "immunotherapy," are excluded. Also excluded
from analysis are two patients who shortly before 84 weeks became
unfit for further chemotherapy, one on account of fits after metho-
trexate, and one because of hepatotoxicity.
During the year after treatment had finished all patients continued

under observation, with regular blood counts at intervals of four
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weeks or more and bone-marrow aspirations every 12 weeks for 48
weeks.

Results

Details of the patients are given in table I. Altogether 194 patients
entered the trial, but 112 failed to complete the first six courses of
maintenance chemotherapy. Of these, 37 were withdrawn-owing to
failure to remit (11 cases), drug intolerance (8), social factors (7),
and errors (11). Of the remaining 82 patients, 39 were allocated to
stop treatment after the first six courses, and 43 to continue with a
further 12.

TABLE I-Details of patients in UKALL I trial

No died, No allocated No allocated
relapsed, or to 6 to 12

No withdrawn courses of courses of
entered before maintenance maintenance

protocol treatment treatment
week 84

Sex:
M...116 67 24 25
F ...78 45 15 18

Age (years):
1-3 . . 74 45 14 15
4-9 . . 74 34 19 21
10-13 .. . 29 18 4 7
14-19 .. . 9 7 2 0
-20.. . 8 8 0 0

Leucocyte count (/I):
-,5 x 10 .. . 74 30 22 22
5-20x 109- 62 38 9 15
>20 x10.. . 58 44 8 6

Mediastinal enlargement:
Absent .. . 181 102 38 41
Present .. . 13 10 1 2

Total 194 112 39 43

Figure 3 shows the durations of complete remission and rates of
relapse. The beneficial effect of CNS prophylaxis was clearly evident,
and among those not given such prophylaxis there continued to be
relapses due to meningeal leukaemia after allocation to stop or con-

tinue systemic treatment. In this group the lack of any appreciable
effect of continuing treatment was mainly attributable to the pre-

ponderance of these meningeal relapses.
In those given CNS prophylaxis, on the other hand, all relapses

in the groups stopping and continuing treatment were bone-marrow
or testicular. In two cases a rebound lymphocytosis was erroneously
diagnosed as a relapse after stopping chemotherapy; treatment was

restarted but later discontinued when the marrow aspirate was re-

viewed. One later had a true relapse, and the other continued in
remission.

Since the main difference observed between those who stopped and
those who continued treatment was in the incidence of bone-marrow
relapse within nine months after stopping treatment, the characteris-
tics of these patients were compared with those of the group as a

whole (table II). Though the numbers were small, they showed that
relapses occurred less in older patients and those with higher leucocyte
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FIG 3-Durations of first remission after UKALL I treatment course.

Ordinate is percentage of patients entered to trial who attained and remained
in complete remission. Note 89°, "take-off" at three months to allow for
remission failures, early relapses, etc. There is also loss of patients at 19
months from randomised comparison of prophylaxis CNS group-nine due
to error and two not fit for further treatment and therefore not included.
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TABLE iI-Bone marrozw relapse in nline monthts after week 84, when treatmnent
uwas either stopped or continuied, in relatioon to age and initial leucocyte count

Treatment stopped Treatment continued

Total No Total No
patients relapsed patients relapsed

Age (years):
1-3 .14 1 15 1
4-9 .19 6 21
10-13 .4 1 7

Initial leucocyte count (1):
5 x 10. 20 6 22

5-20 x 10- .9 1 15
>20x109.8 1 6 1

counts than in those who might have been expected to have the best
prognosis-nanmely, those with typical low-count childhood ALL.
There was no comparable incidence of relapse when treatment
stopped at three years, and the rate of relapse thereafter remained
low. There was a preponderance of boys among the relapsed patients
(irrespective of testicular relapses), with nine out of 24 boys and
two out of 15 girls after six courses, and five out of 25 boys and two
out of 18 girls after 12 courses. Most of those who relapsed after the
shorter treatment gained a good second remission, and some have
already completed a second full round of maintenance treatment, this
time of three years. Figure 4, however, shows that their relative
survival is somewhat inferior.

100
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FIG 4-Survival from diagnosis of patients (with and without CNS prophyl-
axis) who were still in the first remission at the end of six UKALL I treat-
ment courses (84 weeks). "Deviation (n- 11)" indicates patients unfit for
further treatment or given an extra course in error.

Discussion

The first organised attempt to discover whether a limited
period of treatment for ALL might be as good as continuing
treatment indefinitely was reported by the Children's Cancer
Study Group A.5 In a few cases the relapse rates after three
years' remission appeared to be no different whether treatment
was stopped or continued. Since then three years has been
widely used, and in only a small trial6 was it suggested that
27 months might be equally effective. Our results confirm that
19 months is too short.

Probably no single period is optimal for all regimens, but
regimens in which continuous and sequential (as opposed to
high-dose intermittent) chemotherapy is used at maximum
tolerable dosage (elastic as that concept may be) may be roughly
equivalent. Even so, a fixed period or number of courses can at
present be judged only in relation to a group of patients and
not for each individual. Of the 43 patients who completed 12
courses, 28 (65(',) continued in unbroken remission five to six
years after the start of treatment, but so did 19 of the 39 (4900)
who had only six courses. If CNS relapses are ignored, the
relevant figures for relapses in the bone marrow only are six
relapses among the 43 patients having 12 courses compared with
15 among the 39 having six courses. Hence arguably the extra
six courses were of benefit to only a minority of those who
received them and most of the patients in this group who
remained in remission would have done as well with only six
courses in all. Since we cannot identify those patients who will
benefit from the longer period of treatment, however, this argu-
ment cannot be applied in practice.
The additional treatment would be of little consequence were

it not attended with risks. Luckily there were no deaths in
remission among our longer-treated patients, though severe
infections and other life-threatening complications occurred,
including one patient who had two septicaemic illnesses and one
attack of encephalitis presumed to be due to a virus. One other
factor favouring the shorter treatment is the possibility that
other complications of treatment may appear in the future and
are likely to be more frequent and severe in longer-treated cases.
Late toxicity to bone, lung, liver, and CNS are all possible, and
neoplastic disease attributable to anti-leukaemia treatment
may occur. It is also theoretically possible that some patients
relapsing after the shorter period of treatment may yet be cured
by a longer, second treatment, though the inferior survival in
this trial militates against that.
Our results suggest that young patients with low leucocyte

counts were at least as likely to need more than 19 months of
treatment as the few older patients with high counts. The
numbers of cases permit only the most tentative conclusions, but
this interpretation accords with our unpublished observation
that patients with high counts who survive in remission for
two years do as well thereafter as those with low counts. A longer
period of treatment may also be more important for boys than
for girls.
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